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Since, I can not use wget as wget is a command used on the terminal, I use the bat file to download
every file I want from the web site. The bat file I wrote is: C:\Program
Files\RSPLINK\RSPLINK.exe as for the RSPLINK.exe file that I wrote, I wrote it as: (C:\Program
Files\RSPLINK\RSPLINK.exe) in this instance, RSPLINK.exe is my filename that I am about to
use in the command. By now, you have noticed that there is a space between the first and last quote
marks in the command, that is because I used the backslash and the space to escape the quotes. The
parameter of the command I use to download all the file is: "C:\Program
Files\RSPLINK\RSPLINK.exe" The "" is the url where I want to download the file from. Also, I
don't want the browser to ask me to save the file because it is only for my own use and I don't want
to waste my time downloading and saving the file. As for the parameter: "12345678" is the eight
digit number that I wrote in the original url address. This parameter is just a request to the server
and not the address of the file or the actual file name. As it is a parameter, 570a42141b
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